Increasing the chances of clinical success requires meticulous planning from protocol design to site selection, but gathering the necessary data to design protocols, identify sites, and facilitate enrollment and validate biomarkers is resource-intensive. Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence™ integrates expertly curated clinical trial protocol and design data and interactive analytics in a single, integrated solution.

**Gain the highest level of confidence and make data-driven decisions**

**Robust data**
- 384K+ global clinical trials
- 200K+ diseases covered
- 3,300+ drugs with orphan drug designation
- 200K+ clinical sites in 200+ countries
- 813K+ biomarkers tagged to 200K+ trials
- 34K+ trials related to rare diseases
- 46K+ trial sponsors
- 50K+ therapeutic areas

**Expert team**
- PhD- and MD-level research professionals with 25+ years of experience
- Clinical knowledge and industry expertise, including project management and trial program practices

**Unlock the hidden insights in data**
Make the most informed protocol and sites decisions to maximize your clinical investments while reducing risk with fully searchable and indexed global clinical trial content for global sites, drugs, biologics, devices, biomarkers, and much more—all curated by experienced industry analysts.

**Cost-to-end clinical**
- Integrated data for site selection: trial sponsors, therapeutic area, site selection, budget, etc.
- In-depth analysis: enrollment, therapies, patient demographics, site analytics

**Precise analysis**
- Access granular insights into sites, endpoints, biomarkers, patient segments, protocols, and more using accurate, targeted, and easy-to-digest data.

**Access trusted intelligence integrated across the R&D lifecycle**
Make better decisions—across the entire R&D cycle—by unlocking trusted Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence in multiple ways to maximize your clinical investments while reducing risk. Whether you need to conduct market research or develop a protocol, our solutions are designed to speed and secure your drug development program.

**Position trials for success from day one**
"When planning trials for a disease in which we do not have much experience, [Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence] can help us identify and select potential sites that have experience and can recruit patients based on [similar] trials."

Clinical operations lead
Top 50 Pharma

**“Make better decisions and accelerate innovation”**
Cortellis Drug & Device Development Intelligence can help unlock your potential to make better decisions and accelerate innovation with confidence. When making decisions around timelines, budgets, investments, and much more, Cortellis solutions deliver trusted insights for a data-driven decision-making process.